Open Spaces for naturism in

LONDON

We have been looking for open space opportunities for naturism, mainly in central
Boroughs, in London since 2010. So far 60 NAG supporters have been involved with this
project. Now there is the Greater London National City Park concept we have decided,
with YOUR help, to explore in the other London Boroughs as well.
NAG has developed an easy way for you to assist in a Borough near to where you live.
Contact me through john.paine@naturistactiongroup.org and we will see how we can
arrange for you to meet with other NAG supporters near you. At that meeting run by me,
John Paine, you can bring knowledge of the local geography (and maps!) to suggest which
open spaces may be worth checking out.
With my many years of experience in community development, including 13 in London, I
will help the naturists at each local meeting to develop a plan to explore the possible sites
which they identify. The people in the group will create their own timetable and meeting
arrangements for this exploration. Through the NAG website a briefing sheet Open Spaces,
some suitability criteria for naturism? is available. As I live in Oxford it is unlikely that I
will be able to join in site visits, but I will be on hand to support each local group.
This process has many benefits. Already there are some known London open space
naturism places. We expect that more opportunities in London for open space naturism will
be identified. This information can then be made available to other naturists. It can also
feed into the wider discussion on the Greater London National City Park concept, and
give healthy naturism a much wider public airing.
Participants in local groups may also have the chance to develop a local ‘meet & greet’
group, which could lead to more accompanied naturist activities being decided.
If YOU feel that this is the right NAG project for you to help with, and in doing so assist the
positive promotion of naturism, then contact me at john.paine@naturistactiongroup.org
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